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Abstract

Flexible sensor applications have increasingly focused on ionically conductive hydrogels due to their notable deformability and
easily tunable properties compared to rigid materials. These hydrogels possess electrical properties, thanks to their high water
content and porous structure that facilitate effective ion transfer. Despite their attractive features, hydrogels have limitations in
terms of water retention and shape fidelity, and they are more typically inspected as two dimensional films and patches. In this
paper, 3D printed thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU) elastomer frames with various geometries were injected with ionic conduc-
tive polyacrylamide (PAAm) based hydrogels to create durable, robust soft mechanical sensors for detecting strain, pressure, and
bending through changes in their electrical resistance. After the effectiveness of the TPU encasement in maintaining the hydrogel
water content was demonstrated, hydrogel embedded frames with varying geometries were designed. Their response to mechanical
loading was investigated in relation to their dimensions and geometric shape. Finally, glove-shaped frames were fabricated to fit
human fingers and injected with ionic hydrogel for sensing abilities. The wearable sensors accommodated free movement of the
fingers in multiple directions and were able to detect simultaneous and independent bending and stretching of the fingers. Through
comprehensive observation of the electrical behavior of all soft ionic sensors in response to different kinds of mechanical stimuli, it
was concluded that the resistance change following mechanical loading was dependent on the specific geometric features of each
individual hybrid sensor. Thus, ionic hydrogel-embedded TPU encasement could be designed with targeted geometry to dictate
the type and direction of mechanical sensing with regard to its application. This work presents a facile approach to fabricating
multi-component soft geometric sensors with potential to be used for wearable electronics and human-machine interactions.
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1. Introduction

Flexible electronics have been gaining increasing atten-
tion among researchers following the advancement of human-
machine interactions in a myriad of areas, such as soft robotics,
wearable electronics, and personal healthcare monitoring [1,
2, 3]. Although rigid materials are more deeply understood
and have better electrical performance, flexible components can
better accommodate large, repeated deformations and conform
to non-conventional surfaces. The expanding pool of informa-
tion on flexible stimuli-responsive devices has shown their po-
tential in fields where stretchability, transparency, and biocom-
patibility are key, while rigid electronics struggle to comply [4].
Hydrogels —one of the most workable examples of these soft
materials— are three-dimensional (3D) polymer networks that
contain water within their structure. Their hydrophilic behavior
enables the absorption of ionic solutions and water by the free
volume between the polymer chains, which endow conductivity
through ion migration. Because of their significant water con-
tent and porous structure, ionic hydrogels can undergo large de-
formations under mechanical stimuli, such as strain, pressure,
bending, and even smaller forces, like vibration. Changes in
the material dimensions alter pathways through which the ions
move, correspondingly changing its conductance and supplying
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it with sensing abilities [5, 6, 7]. Regarding the performance
of hydrogel ionotronics, the steps to fabricate the devices are
as central as the electronics portion of the process. Changing
the main and auxiliary constituents of the polymer solution and
polymerization parameters can help control some characteris-
tics of the final hydrogel product, which grants them a sig-
nificant advantage in the tunability of their performance [8].
3D printing can also fabricate hydrogels with various geome-
tries [9], from an octet truss [10] to heart valves and other
anatomical structures for medical devices [11].

Although hydrogels have many attractive features and can be
3D printed, they are still usually inspected as two-dimensional
components like skin-like films and patches [12], and they
are mostly used underwater or in vivo. This is because they
have low shape fidelity and lose water quickly. While their
aqueous nature results in favorable ductility and permeability,
they simultaneously bound their ability to hold stable, irregular
shapes, especially on larger scales [13]. In addition, the high
surface-area-to-volume ratio of a complex shape increases the
rate of water evaporation from the hydrogels when they expose
to the ambient environment. The water content is the primary
means of ion transport inside the porous structure and corre-
lates directly with its conductive properties. Finding a proper
balance in hydrogels can be a laborious task. Their deforma-
bility, strength, conductivity, and water retention are all highly
interdependent, and changing one factor in the fabrication pro-
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cess can compromise others entirely. For example, adding a
printability parameter to the selection of hydrogels puts heavier
constraints on the qualified monomers and their desired func-
tionalities [9]. Some research adds hydratable salts to the hy-
drogel to help keep the water content [14]. However, this way
can only slow down the evaporation a bit, the hydrogel still dries
up, eventually. With the growing interest in flexible electronics
and personalized functional products, there is a need to make
hydrogels long-lasting in ambient working conditions.

The traditional way of fabricating hydrogels is molding,
where the hydrogel is injected into and solidified in a mold [15,
16]. The mold is unwanted and will be peeled off to release
the hydrogel. However, we have an observation that electron-
ics are seldom alone. For example, a printed circuit board is
encased in a shell to make a functional mouse. Instead of cre-
ating a mold just to shape the hydrogel, we propose to design
the mold as part of the device and to function together with
the hydrogel. In this way, the mold can protect the hydro-
gel from water loss and also provide support for the hydro-
gel to have a higher shape complexity. The research ques-
tions here are how effective in water retention this encapsula-
tion is, and how it affects the hydrogel’s sensibility. The ob-
jective of this paper is to test this proposed method and answer
the above questions. Specifically, a hybrid hydrogel-elastomer
strain sensor is developed. Through 3D printing, we fabricate
custom hollow frames with various geometries using thermo-
plastic polyurethane (TPU). Photopolymerizable ionic hydrogel
solution is then injected into the frame structures and UV-cured
to get the final conductive elastomer. Afterward, the soft con-
ductors are used as sensors, which transduce mechanical stimuli
into electrical signals to identify strain, pressure, and bending.
The contributions of this work are

• We present a novel production method for flexible elec-
tronics by 3D printing hollow elastomer frames to encase
ionic hydrogels and function together.

• We test and confirm that this fabricated hydrogel has
higher durability and enhanced water retention abilities.

• We design various geometries for the hydrogel-based de-
vices to show that they are sensitive enough to give diverse
responses to different motions.

The experimental results show the potential of this hydrogel-
embedded complex elastomer geometries to be used in wear-
able electronics and human-machine interactions.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, re-
lated works will be presented. Section 3 will outline the prepa-
ration and characterization steps of the materials. Evaluation
of samples and the methodology leading to custom-designed
stretchable conductors will be discussed in Section 4. Finally,
Section 5 includes analysis and discussion of experimental re-
sults, followed by a conclusion in Section 6.

2. Related Works

In 2014, Sun et al. [17] presented a type of artificial skin
in the form of ion-charged hydrogel structures called Ionic

Skin (or I-Skin) by adding sodium chloride to their compo-
sition. Ever since, many have reported using different types
of salt to provide hydrogels with electrical conductivity. Ad-
ditionally, due to the strong interactions of ions with water
molecules through the ion solvation effect, adding salt to the
hydrogel composition enhances their water retention abilities,
which directly correlates to their mechanical and electrical be-
havior [18]. Besides providing hydrogels with ionic conduc-
tivity, hygroscopic salts have been shown to reduce vapor pres-
sure and slow down moisture evaporation by creating additional
crosslinks and reducing pore size within the polymer struc-
ture. These extra crosslinks can also act as dynamic “sacrificial
bonds”, contributing to the strength and toughness of the hydro-
gel [19]. Although it is a simple and effective way to enhance
their durability, their behavior remains highly dependent upon
environmental conditions, and most of them still face barriers
in practical long-term applications [20, 21]. Sui et al. [22] used
LiCl to fabricate an ionic conductive hydrogel with the ability
to retain its water content after a week in ambient conditions.
Multivalent salts such as FeCl3 have been used for higher con-
ductivity due to the higher number of free ions they release, as
well as restricting water evaporation by increasing crosslinks
in the hydrogel structure which causes smaller pores where
charge passes through [23]. Other than salts, the incorporation
of chitosan chains into hydrogel compositions has also been ex-
plored to enhance the strength and toughness of the gels. By in-
troducing chitosan, non-covalent bond interactions are formed
which enhance the strength and toughness of the structure, as
described by Ahmadi et al. [24]. The inclusion of this biopoly-
mer in the hydrogel solution leads to an increase in crosslink
density of the polymer network, resulting in a higher viscosity
of the solution.

Another approach to minimizing water loss from hydrogel
surfaces is covering them with a VHB tape [25]. Adding a hy-
drophobic polymer coating to the hydrogels creates a barrier
against water evaporation and helps keep hydrogel properties
steady and long-lasting. Hydrophobic silicone-based coatings
like polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and (3-aminopropyl) tri-
ethoxysilane (APTES) are examples of polymers used to shield
the hydrogel surface from external environments for days. Con-
trolling the stability of such an instrumental quality of hydro-
gels dictates the service life of soft sensors based on these aque-
ous entities [26, 27].

Additive manufacturing has been adopted for producing both
pure hydrogels and polymer-hydrogel hybrid devices with more
versatile, geometrically complex structures [28], but not all
kinds of hydrogel compositions meet the standard qualifica-
tions demanded by the particular working mechanisms of com-
mercial 3D printers. Throughout the years, the required prop-
erties for printability of soft materials have been obtained by
adding auxiliary components, e.g. nanoclay [29], nanocellu-
lose [30], and graphene oxide [31] to thicken gel solutions,
combining multiple hydrogels to improve mechanical proper-
ties [32], controlling printing temperature [33] and engineering
custom printer heads that are capable of printing under particu-
lar conditions [11]. Some have employed a two-step crosslink-
ing method in which the hydrogel solution first undergoes phys-
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Figure 1: Fabrication steps of the ionic hydrogel embedded 3D printed elastomer sensor

ical crosslinking before the 3D printing process, and is then
photo-crosslinked as a post-treatment to enhance print quality
and shape fidelity [34].

Dynamic hydrogel circuits have been fabricated on a mil-
limeter scale using projection microstereolithography (PµSL)
which can be locally degraded and repaired to modify the
circuit configurations for multiple functional human inter-
faces [35]. For hybrid stretchable materials, a recurring method
has been to alternatively switch between two precursors to
print combinations of hydrogels and different polymers toward
the development of more efficient and feasible gel-based elec-
tronic devices [28, 36]. Although all aforementioned research
shows vast development in the design and fabrication of three-
dimensional hydrogels, a simple method to manufacture geo-
metrically complex hydrogel-based devices regardless of their
chemistry and composition is yet to be presented.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Materials

All the chemicals were used as received without further
purification. Acrylamide (AM), Acrylic Acid (AA), N,N-
methylene-bisacrylamide (MBA), Iron (III) Chloride (FeCl3),
2-hydroxy-4’- (2-hydroxyethoxy)- 2-methylpropiophenone (Ir-
gacure 2959), short-chain chitosan (degree of deacetylation >
75-85%, viscosity 20-300 mPa s for 1% (w/v) in 1% acetic acid
solution, and molecular weight = 50-190 kDa) were purchased
from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, Missouri, USA). Sodium Chlo-
ride (NaCl), i.e., table salt, was purchased from local stores.
1.75 mm water translucent CHEETAH TPU filament was pur-
chased from NinjaTek (Manheim, Pennsylvania, USA).

3.2. Equipment

The equipment used for the fabrication of the samples and
devices includes a magnetic stirrer from INTLLAB (Green-
wood, Indiana, USA), an Ultrasonic Cleaner from Canada Ul-
trasonics (Newmarket, Ontario, Canada), a Comgrow Creality
3D Ender 5 3D Printer from Creality3D (Shenzhen, China),

an LC-3DPrint Box UV Post-Curing Unit from NextDent
(Soesterberg, The Netherlands), a PM18C True RMS Multi-
functional Digital Multimeter from Aidbucks (China) and an
Arduino Uno Rev3 from Arduino. All chemical silverware and
glassware were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, Mis-
souri, USA).

3.3. Fabrication

The fabrication process of the hybrid sensor is shown in
Fig. 1. The hydrogel was synthesized by firstly mixing AM
(2.2 g), MBA (0.03 mol%) as the crosslinking agent, Irgacure
2959 (54.0 mg) as the photoinitiator, NaCl as an electrolyte,
and short-chained chitosan (CS) in 10 mL of deionized water,
and then gradually adding AA (15% molar ratio of AA/AM) to
prevent a sudden increase in viscosity and difficulty in stirring
(Steps 1 and 2). The concentrations of monomers, crosslinker,
and photoinitiator were taken from Liu et al. [19]. The solu-
tion was degassed at 50°C for 3 to 5 minutes in an ultrasonic
cleaner, depending on the viscosity of the liquid. To fabricate
the bare samples, the solution was then poured into molds and
cured under UV light (18 W, 365 nm) in an LC-3DPrint Box.

The hollow elastomer frames were designed in Fusion 360
software. TPU filament was used to realize the designs us-
ing a Creality Ender 5 3D printer. Additive manufacturing was
done at 35 mm/s print speed, 0.1 mm print accuracy, and a tem-
perature of 235°C. After the object was printed, the prepared
pre-cure gel solution was gathered into a syringe (Step 3) and
injected into the hollow elastomer frame (Step 4). After the hy-
brid samples were irradiated under UV light (Step 5), they were
connected to an Arduino Uno setup to be tested for mechanical
sensing.

3.4. Characterization

3.4.1. Water Retention
The water retention ability of bare and encased hydrogels

with various compositions was assessed by repeatedly record-
ing their weight at different times. The change in water content
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was reported in terms of the percentage of weight lost:

∆W =
W0 −W

W0
× 100, (1)

where W is the weight of the sample at different times, and W0
is the weight at t = 0.

3.4.2. Mechanical Sensing
The electrical resistance of any material follows Pouillet’s

law of resistivity:

R = ρ
l
A
, (2)

where ρ is the material resistivity, l is the sample length, and
A its cross-section, indicating that the resistance of an object
is dependent on its dimensions, and thus directly affected by
deformation.

To assess the dependence of their electrical properties on me-
chanical stimuli, the change in resistance of the ionic hydrogels
was observed and calculated by

∆R =
R − R0

R0
× 100, (3)

where R is the resistance at each moment, and R0 is the initial
resistance of the sample. To measure resistance change under
different amounts of mechanical loading, an Arduino Uno ohm-
meter was used. The response of the ionic hydrogel to strain,
pressure and bending was tested.

4. Results

To test for water retention properties and mechanosensitivity,
acrylamide-based hydrogels were fabricated with fixed concen-
trations of auxiliary materials, which were adjusted as neces-
sary to achieve desired properties. As a hydrophilic polymer,
polyacrylamide has good water absorption, but relatively low
hydrolytic stability and mechanical properties. The copolymer-
ization of acrylamide with acrylic acid confers ion exchange
properties on the hydrogel as well as increasing its water reten-
tion ability and tensile strength. Additionally, crosslinking the
copolymer with MBA through a vinyl addition polymerization
results in a gel with varying porosities depending on the con-
centration of the crosslinker and monomers, and polymeriza-
tion conditions [37]. To examine the impact of chitosan, vari-
ous hydrogel samples were created with varying amounts of the
substance. The samples were then tested to determine how chi-
tosan affected their injectibility into elastomer frames and wa-
ter retention behavior in both bare and TPU-encased hydrogels.
The ionic hydrogels demonstrated satisfactory mechanosensi-
tivity, and hybrid elastomer/hydrogel designs were shown to
display distinguishable signals under different types of mechan-
ical stimuli.

Table 1: Composition of Hydrogel Samples
Sample Chitosan TPU
PAAm × ×

200-CS-PAAm 200mg ×

450-CS-PAAm 450mg ×

700-CS-PAAm 700g ×

Hybrid × YES
450-CS-Hybrid 450mg YES

4.1. Comparing the Rate of Water Loss

As shown in Table 1, four polyacrylamide (PAAm) based
samples were generated, three of which contained different
amounts of chitosan (CS) (labeled 200-CS-PAAm, 450-CS-
PAAm, and 700-CS-PAAm). The Hybrid and 450-CS-Hybrid
samples consisted of hydrogel-embedded round TPU frames.
After fabrication, all the samples were left to air dry in the same
ambient conditions for up to 60 hours to compare their water re-
tention ability and durability.

Initial water content was calculated to be approximately
80 w% for all bare and encased samples based on the ratio of
deionized water to the total materials used to prepare the pre-
cure polymer solution. It is seen in Fig. 2c that chitosan con-
tent contributes to maintaining water within the polymer chains
of the ionic hydrogel. This effect is due to the extra crosslinks
that the chitosan molecules create with the main polymer chains
consisting of PAAm and AA. With an increase in the num-
ber of crosslinks within the hydrogel structure, the free volume
formed between the polymer chain is divided into smaller sec-
tions. Following the decrease in the pore size, water molecules
are better entrapped within the chains, which hinders their evap-
oration from the polymer structure. Accordingly, the results
of the water retention tests displayed in Fig. 2c show chitosan
content had a positive effect on the water retention ability of
the hydrogels, although small. While 60% of the PAAm sam-
ples initial water content evaporated in under 15 hours, 700-
CS-PAAm lost 54%, on average. Within 60 hours, the results
remained consistent as PAAm, 200-CS-PAAm, 450-CS-PAAm
and 700-CS-PAAm lost 85.5%, 84.8%, 81.8% and 78.2% of
their water, respectively. After losing most of their water con-
tent, the samples no longer maintained their gel-related behav-
ior and acted as brittle non-aqueous polymers. Considering the
minimal contribution of chitosan to the water retention abili-
ties of the hydrogels, this rate of water loss within a small time
frame necessitated a different approach to ensure the durability
of the hydrogel’s mechanical and electrical behavior. This issue
was addressed by the fabrication of elastomer encasements for
the hydrogels through extrusion 3D printing.

Hollow TPU frames were fabricated to fully cover the hy-
drogels and protect them from the external environment, and
further improve their water retention. To evaluate the efficacy
of this method, cylindrical TPU disks (illustrated in Fig. 2b)
were fabricated to mimic the exact shape and dimensions of
the polymerized bare hydrogels (Fig. 2a). The frames were in-
jected with pre-cure hydrogel solution which was then solidi-
fied under UV irradiation. It is clearly observed in Fig. 2d that
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the protective encasements were highly effective in obstructing
water evaporation from the hydrogel surface. While 80% of the
water content of PAAm and 450-CS-PAAm evaporated after 30
hours, the Hybrid and 450-CS-Hybrid samples lost only 1.9%
and 1.3% after 60 hours, respectively. Although chitosan con-
tent in both hybrid samples seemed insignificant in the matter
of water retention, it contributed in terms of injectibility and
compatibility with the elastomer surface. The more viscose
450-CS-PAAm was injected into the frame more conveniently,
spreading out uniformly into the empty space without forming
any air bubbles. After polymerization, even though both en-
cased hydrogels showed higher durability in water related prop-
erties, 450-CS-Hybrid exhibited more structural stability as the
hydrogel from the Hybrid sample dislodged from the inner TPU
layer and left air cavities inside the printed cylinder within 24
hours. This is possibly due to a larger mismatch between the
hydrogel and TPU polymer in the Hybrid sample compared to
450-CS-Hybrid. The chitosan content increased the number of
crosslinks within the polymer chains resulting in higher tough-
ness and Modulus of the hydrogel, which brought it closer to
the mechanical properties of the TPU elastomer frame. The
dislodged location and area could vary case by case, and unpre-
dictably compromise the structural and electrical behavior of
the sample. Based on these results, 450-CS-Hybrid was chosen
to be used in the following experiments regarding the complex
geometry hybrid sensors.

4.2. Bare Ionic Hydrogel
To set up a baseline, bare ionic hydrogels were fabricated to

be evaluated for sensitivity to mechanical loading. The tests
were done immediately after the samples were cured to elimi-
nate the effects of water loss on sensitivity as much as possible.

Figure 3a demonstrates the response of two ionic hydrogel
samples with different NaCl concentrations to static pressure.
The signals had oscillations within the plateau but were easily
distinguishable from when the hydrogels were left untouched.
These oscillations may have been due to variations in static
pressure, or unintended movements of the metal electrodes.
The drop in overall resistance could be because when the ex-
ternal source of pressure was removed from the ionic hydrogel,
the residual stress formed in the hydrogels during fabrication
was released. This phenomenon led to the continual move-
ment of the polymer chains with respect to each other, which
changed the paths that permit ion transfer. The sample con-
taining 2M NaCl was then used to test if the hydrogel would
be able to discern different amounts of pressure. It can be ob-
served from Fig. 3b that the resistance of the conductive hydro-
gel initially decreased by 29% when pressed lightly, and 43%
when pressed heavily. This difference in responsivity implies
that the electrical resistance of the hydrogel was sensitive to
the extent of deformation. The more the hydrogel structure de-
formed and caused variations in ion migration paths, the more
vastly its ionic conductance was altered.

4.3. Hydrogel Embedded TPU Sensors
3D printing brings forth the possibility of creating ionic hy-

drogel sensors in various shapes and sizes, in contrast to their

Figure 2: (a) Bare ionic hydrogel and (b) hydrogel embedded TPU frame for
evaluation of water retention and material compatibility (c) Water loss (w%) of
hydrogel samples with different chitosan content during 24 hours (d) Compari-
son of water loss (w%) in bare and encased hydrogels with and without chitosan
content
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Figure 3: (a) Response of bare 1M-Na-PAAm and 2M-Na-PAAm samples to
pressure (b) Response of bare 2M-Na-PAAm samples to light and heavy press-
ing.

more common thin-film form. After demonstrating the elec-
trical sensitivity of bare ionic hydrogels to mechanical loading,
450-CS-PAAm samples containing 2M NaCl were injected into
3D printed TPU frames for higher geometric complexity, bet-
ter water retention, and to eventually be able to control the di-
rection of hydrogel deformation for mechanical sensing. Ba-
sic hybrid sensors were designed and printed for examining the
response of the hybrid elastomer/hydrogel sensors to pressing,
pulling, and bending based on the type of deformation that their
designed geometry allowed. These geometries included a dog-
bone, a strain gauge, and a finger-shaped cylinder.

4.3.1. Dogbone
The small dogbone object was designed with a cylindrical

cavity to hold the hydrogel as shown in Fig. 4a. After curing,
its response to pressing and bending was observed by insert-
ing electrodes into its sides. It is demonstrated in Fig. 4b that
the hybrid dogbone sensor responded with distinguishable sig-
nals when it was pressed lightly (∼0.5 N) and heavily (∼1 N)
in the middle. The light press elicited a smaller increase in the
resistance, up to 7.4%, while the heavy press caused an up to
8.6% increase in resistance. Additionally, Fig. 4c shows that
bending the sensor at small and large angles was followed by
resistance change corresponding to the bending angle. The sec-
tion for large-angle bending shows a curve before returning to
initial resistance which can be due to the gradual relaxation of

Figure 4: (a) CAD design and printed dogbone sensor (b) response of the dog-
bone sensor to light and heavy pressure and (c) small and large bending angles
about its length.

the hybrid dogbone to its original shape. Some random signal
peaks and inconsistencies also seen in the plots were attributed
to the movement of the electrodes within the soft sensor.

4.3.2. Strain Gauge
The strain gauge shown in Fig. 5a was injected with ionic

hydrogel and evaluated for a response when pulled from both
sides. In contrast to the dogbone, electrodes were inserted into
the strain gauge pre-cure so that they would be entirely covered
by the hydrogel after polymerization to diminish irrelevant sig-
nals. The strain gauge design in Fig. 5a was tested for response
to mechanical loading by pulling the object from both sides.
Figures 5b and 5c show the response of the hybrid sensor on
two different data acquisition platforms in terms of resistance
change. In Fig. 5b, small rises in resistance are observed in
response to three consecutive cycles of pulling, which is due
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Figure 5: (a) CAD design and printed strain gauge (b) response of the strain
gauge sensor to being pulled from both sides from CSV data and (c) on the
Arduino UNO serial plotter platform in real-time.

to the lengthening of the path through which the ions transfer.
In Fig. 5c, although a clear change in resistance was not ob-
served, bigger oscillations in the electrical signal were visible,
suggesting an external mechanical force was imparted onto the
hybrid sensor. The relatively small electrical response possibly
occurred because the object design did not properly accommo-
date expansion parallel to the pulling direction, leaving little
room for deformation.

4.3.3. Finger-shaped Cylinder
The design and print of the finger-shaped cylinder are shown

in Fig. 6a. The cylinder was designed with a U-shaped cavity to
hold the hydrogel. Figure 6b shows that the finger-shaped sen-
sor was able to detect pressure both in the middle, at the bottom,
and at the tip. While the response to pressing the middle and
the bottom of the cylinder was exhibited as drops in the resis-
tance, pressing the tip led to a smaller and positive percentage
of resistance change.

As the final basic hybrid design, a finger-shaped cylinder was

Figure 6: (a) CAD design and printed finger-shaped object (b) response of the
finger-shaped sensor to being pressed in the middle, at the bottom, and the tip

designed with a U-shaped cavity to hold the hydrogel (Fig. 6a).
For this sensor, two cubic spaces were also designed at the bot-
tom where the electrodes would be inserted to fasten the elec-
trodes in the device and reduce their movement for more pre-
cise responses to mechanical stimuli. The resistance change
plot depicted in Fig. 6b shows that the sensor recognized pres-
sure at different locations of the object. At the bottom and mid-
dle of the sensor, the resistance dropped around 20% and 16%
respectively in response to pressure, indicating analogous sen-
sitivity. In contrast, when the sensor was pressed at the tip, it
increased by around 6%. This discrepancy could be attributed
to the difference in hydrogel geometry within the particular de-
sign. While at the bottom and the middle, the hydrogel was
deformed in two sections of its length, there was a continu-
ous mass of hydrogel cured at the bottom of the “U” of the U-
shaped cavity. This variation in geometry dictated the direction
of deformation in the hydrogels following mechanical loading,
which affected their electrical response at different locations.

4.3.4. Glove-shaped Sensor 1
Subsequent to observing the response of the hybrid sensor

to pressure, strain and bending, more complex objects were 3D
printed to confine the ionic hydrogel. Firstly, a finger glove
suited for three middle fingers of the human hand was printed,
as shown in Fig. 7a. The design consisted of a main body to
cover the fingers, and a bridge to connect them together to ac-
commodate both bending and stretching apart.

As demonstrated in Fig. 7b, rises in the hydrogel resistance
can be seen following three consecutive cycles of bending all
three fingers simultaneously, which is ascribed to both the in-
ward bending of the frame, and the outward pressure exerted
onto the object from the back of the knuckles. Furthermore,
the sensor also responded when the fingers were stretched apart
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Figure 7: (a) CAD design and printed glove-shaped sensor 1, (b) its response
to bending fingers and (c) stretching fingers apart for three cycles.

from each other by a decrease in resistance in three consec-
utive turns through the lengthening of the bridge components
(Fig. 7c). Python code was used to detect and differentiate be-
tween bending the fingers and stretching them apart on the hy-
brid glove mechanical sensors. The pseudocode of the finger
motion detection program can be seen in Algorithm 1.

Even though the hydrogel was able to respond well while
confined in this geometry, the straight design of the bridges al-
lowed for little extension, and the large surface area of the wear-
able sensor complicated the free and independent movement of
the individual fingers. As a solution, a lighter, less constricting
wearable sensor was designed, as shown in Fig. 8a.

4.3.5. Glove-shaped Sensor 2
A lighter glove design with empty spaces in front of

the knuckles was designed for more freedom of movement

Algorithm 1 Finger Motion Detection
1: Read the CSV file of the sensor response into Dataframe
2: Convert Dataframe to array ‘data’ with columns ‘t’ and ‘R’
3: bendSignal← Bend Signal Threshold
4: tResponse← 40 iterations
5: pullSignal← Pull Signal Threshold
6: pullEdge← 1 and bendEdge← −1
7:
8: for length of time series i do
9: deltaR← data[i+tResponse][R] − data[i][R]

10:
11: if deltaR < pullSignal then
12: if next iteration > pullSignal then
13: pullEdgeOld← pullEdge
14: pullEdge← deltaR
15: if pullEdge × pullEdgeOld < 0 then
16: Print ‘Stretching at data[i][t]’
17: if deltaR > -pullSignal then
18: if next iteration < pullSignal then
19: pullEdgeOld← pullEdge
20: pullEdge← deltaR
21: if pullEdge × pullEdgeOld < 0 then
22: Print ‘End of stretching at data[i][t]’
23: if deltaR < bendSignal then
24: if next iteration > bendSignal then
25: bendEdgeOld← bendEdge
26: bendEdge← deltaR
27: if bendEdge × bendEdgeOld < 0 then
28: Print ‘Bending at data[i][t]’
29: if deltaR > -bendSignal then
30: if next iteration < bendSignal then
31: bendEdgeOld← bendEdge
32: bendEdge← deltaR
33: if bendEdge × bendEdgeOld < 0 then
34: Print ‘End of bending at data[i][t]’

(Fig. 8a). The bridges which held the main body together were
shaped into half moons to accommodate horizontal extension.
This glove was also designed with space for the electrodes to be
inserted into the pre-cure gel solution for better mechanical and
electrical stability of the entire system. Figures 8b and 8c depict
the response of the lighter glove-shaped sensor to stretching the
Index and Middle fingers, and the Middle and Ring fingers in
arbitrary units of resistance, respectively. Additionally, when
the index, middle and ring fingers were bent down one by one,
the wearable sensor responded with changes in its resistance,
as shown in Figs. 8d, 8e, and 8f, respectively. The plots show
significant drops in resistance as a result of bending the index
and ring fingers, but smaller rises in resistance following the
bending of the middle finger. This could be because the mid-
dle part of the glove was surrounded by two bridges and could
hold less amount of conductive hydrogel in the empty space.
Nevertheless, this design enabled relatively free and indepen-
dent movement of all three fingers in more than one direction
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Figure 8: (a) CAD design and printed glove-shaped sensor 2 and its response to (b) stretching apart Index and Middle fingers, (c) stretching apart Middle and Ring
fingers, (d) bending Index finger, (e) bending Middle finger, and (f) bending Ring finger. (Sections of the graphs that are marked with accolade symbols show the
ranges in which the sensor was stimulated)

and was able to detect those movements through changes in the
electrical signal.

5. Discussion

This research demonstrates that given the appropriate geom-
etry, the hybrid hydrogel sensors responded to mechanical load-
ing similarly to the bare ionic hydrogels, albeit with generally
lower sensitivity due to the constriction of their deformabil-
ity by the TPU elastomer. They also exhibited significantly
lower rates of water evaporation than the bare hydrogels that
were directly exposed to air, which faced issues in maintaining
their electrical conductivity as well as their gel-related proper-
ties. The 3D printed TPU frames acted as encasements to cover
the outer surface of the ionic hydrogels and protect them from
water evaporation. Additionally, they enabled the design and
fabrication of complex application-defined hollow geometries
to counter the low mechanical stiffness of the aqueous hydro-
gel structure that diminishes their shape fidelity at larger scales.
These hybrid objects could be designed in specific shapes to

accommodate the detection of mechanical stimuli in different
forms and directions.

Comparing the results from electrical tests on the bare
(Fig. 3) and encased ionic hydrogels (e.g., Fig. 5), it is clear that
the bare hydrogels and the hybrid samples have similar sensi-
tivity, i.e., they both have similar changes in resistance, around
10-40%. This means that although the lower flexibility of the
TPU elastomer increases the elastic modulus of the hybrid sys-
tem, it does not affect much the hydrogel performance. Also,
there are sudden large peaks seen at the end of the response
signal in the bare hydrogel after the pressure is removed from
the sample. These peaks are caused by movements in the elec-
trodes, changing their contact area with the conductive hydro-
gel. Conversely, there are no such peaks seen in the resistance
change of the hybrid samples, where electrodes were fixed in
solidified hydrogel and in-between robust elastomer walls.

We observe that the signals in the strain gauge sample in
Fig. 5 have much more fluctuations than other examples. This
should not blame the encasement, because the dogbone and
cylinder samples also with encasement in Figs. 4 and 6 show
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stable responses. The difference between them is the travel
length of the ions. The S-shaped strain gauge has a much
longer travel length, which results in more noise and instabil-
ity. However, the change in resistance to mechanical stimuli is
still prominent. Having sharp edges might also be a factor neg-
atively affecting the smoothness of the signals. The appropriate
length and cross-section of the glove designs in Figs. 7 and 8
allowed them to acquire detectable resistance change from the
movement of fingers, following the same deductions. There-
fore, the mechano-electrical properties of the hydrogel-based
sensors were considerably influenced by various geometrical
parameters in addition to their chemical composition.

In general, the complex geometry of the elastomer/hydrogel
sensors made it difficult to analyze the reasons behind the pat-
terns of resistance change, due to the multifarious parameters
affecting the deformation and conductance of the hydrogels.
Ultimately taking note of the response patterns in all of the di-
verse designs demonstrated for the hybrid ionic sensors, geom-
etry certainly played a large role in dictating the type and direc-
tion of mechanical loading and the variation in electrical signals
when the conductive component of the devices was deformed.
For instance, the dogbone design did not permit high amounts
of strain to be exerted onto it, but was easily pressed and bent
to obtain a significant electrical response (Figs. 4b and 4c, re-
spectively). In contrast, the thin zig-zag shape of the strain
gauge was not suitable to sense bending or pressure but had
a response to being pulled from both sides. The more complex
glove-shaped sensors (Figs. 7 and 8) accommodated movement
and sensing in two directions. While the bridge sections of the
design responded to the fingers being stretched apart from each
other, the main body of the glove was able to detect the bending
of the fingers. The significance of sensor geometry can once
again be observed in the response of the second glove-shaped
sensor, where the plots in Fig. 8 demonstrate its ability to de-
tect independent bending and stretching of the fingers due to
the less constricting main body, and more deformable circular
bridges.

Tactile perception is one of the main functions that help
human beings to perceive the external environment. These
durable, robust hybrid sensors can be employed as medi-
cal prosthetic devices, sensors for healthcare monitoring, and
human-robot interactions. Specifically, the glove-shaped sen-
sors could be used for monitoring in physical therapy and re-
habilitation, be it as a wearable or a conductive prosthetic de-
vice. Their ability to detect hand gestures and independent fin-
ger movements creates opportunities to translate the signals into
meaningful outputs, such as musical notes, interpreting sign
language, or commands for remote control. The possibility to
customize designs and print hollow frames in desired geome-
tries grants vast potential for a wider range of alternative appli-
cations for these hybrid elastomer/hydrogel sensors.

6. Conclusion

A series of hybrid elastomer/hydrogel devices were demon-
strated as ionic mechanical sensors. The electronic devices con-
sisted of an ionic conductive hydrogel component that was in-

jected into various 3D printed geometries to provide the hydro-
gel with protection from the external environment and enable
the fabrication of complex three-dimensional geometries. The
injected hydrogels were then cured under UV irradiation. Then,
the hybrid devices were tested under pressure, strain, and bend-
ing for mechanical sensing functionality. As a result of defor-
mation in the hydrogel structure, these ionic sensors were able
to detect different types of mechanical loading through changes
in resistance correlating to the amount of force exerted onto
them. Moreover, hybrid wearable sensors were also designed
and 3D printed. The hydrogel-embedded gloves were able to
detect when the fingers were bent and stretched apart from each
other. While taking into consideration the significance of hy-
drogel deformation and water retention, this paper shows that
hollow frames can be designed in various shapes to encase hy-
drogels to fit a range of specific applications in human-machine
interfaces, soft robotics, and personal healthcare monitoring.

The hybrid sensing system presented in this paper showed
promise as a stretchable ionic sensor responding to different
mechanical stimuli. Nevertheless, there is much room for im-
provement in its fabrication steps and operation. The relatively
low sensitivity of the hybrid device due to its high resistance
could be enhanced using stronger salts as the electrolyte and
more suitable geometry designs for the body and cavities of the
elastomer frame. Although the high durability of the hydrogel-
embedded elastomers was demonstrated in terms of high water
retention, cyclic stability of electrical properties and signal con-
sistency could also be examined in the future. Furthermore, in-
vestigating the exact correlation between different geometrical
features of the design and the electrical response could be useful
in figuring out the best approaches to designing the 3D printed
sensor for amplified response to mechanical loading. Elastomer
filaments with varying elastic moduli can be used as hydrogel
encasements to reduce the mismatch between elastomer and hy-
drogel mechanical properties. The effect of different elastomer
frames on the hybrid sensor performance and workability could
also be examined in future works.
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